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The long running relationship with Cardiff’s sister city Stuttgart has been a
productive one, with more than 34 years of youth exchange programmes between
the twinning arrangements of North Ely Youth Club & Stammheim Youth Club.
In the last couple of years, Cardiff have hosted a number of groups that
have included; a school group that have travelled to Cardiff from
Stammheim and Stuttgart Youth Council. In turn, Cardiff Youth Council
have been hosted in Germany on a number of occasions.
Most recently, a group of young people from Stammheim visited Cardiff in August
2018 as part of an exchange with North Ely YC.
During the visit, members became increasingly interested in German
culture and the history of the exchange programme. North Ely then
received an invite from Micha Klamm of the Stuttgart Youth Service
stating they would be welcome to come anytime.
With authorisation from Cardiff youth service management, North Ely
selected representatives and organised the exchange. They invited 5
representatives from Cardiff Youth Council to take part in the visit.
Micha Klamm put together a programme which would show the visiting
group a wide range of youth projects and a chance to meet with
German young people and workers to share their experiences.
Here is our story.

And we are off

In the very early hours on the 12th of April (3:00 am)
some very weary eyed young people arrived at North
Ely Youth Centre, ready to embark on our journey.
After loading the minibus and making sure everyone
had their passports and euros we set off up the M4 in
the minibus to Heathrow Airport with our trusted
driver, Nick, at the wheel.
After checking in and swiftly moving through security
we were in the departure lounge and eager to go on
our big bird to Stuttgart.
After a very short 1 hour 20 min flight, the plane
descended through the clouds and we could see the
beautiful city of Stuttgart.
Micha and Lena were there to greet us at the airport
before we hopped into the minibuses with Dinosaurs
on the side to take the short journey (on the wrong
side of the road!) to the international Youth Hostel.
As we descended down the side of the hill we could
see all across Stuttgart and in the distance, the TV
tower.
From the top of the hostel we looked out onto the
city, it was amazing!
Upon leaving the glass elevator, which took us down
to the hostel, we were fed and had time to drop our
bags in our rooms.
It was then time to head off to Jugendhaus
Stammheim to visit the famous dinosaur youth centre
and meeting the young people and staff that would
be hosting us.

Day One
After waking up, we were in for a bit of a
shock as we found it was snowing outside,
this wasn’t in the script! After about an hour
it stopped but hadn’t actually settled.
After being busy travelling the day before, it
was time to explore the city. We played a
city game called ‘Tips n Trips’. This took
around 2 hours and had us searching all
around the city (a very unusual, fun and
interactive way of sightseeing) for
landmarks and their origins.
This was a very cool way to explore and find
out more about Stuttgart. Our groups were
mixed with both Welsh young people and
German young people taking part.
We then had some free time to explore
more and to do some shopping in the
Königstraße.
We then all headed back to Jugendhaus
Stammheim to prepare cultural meals. The
German group cooked a typical Swabian
meal and we, the Welsh group, cooked
Cawl and Welsh rarebit for our hosts.
We then spent the rest of the evening
chilling and relaxing in the youth centre, we
played table football and table tennis.
It was then back to the hostel for some
much needed rest.

Day Two
On this day we set off across Stuttgart to
the outdoor activity centre Bergheide. We
got to meet our instructors Fitch and Andy.
We spent the day at the centre doing team
building activities and very impressive
'high rope' activities before finishing the
day with a stunning BBQ on an open fire
pit.
Take a look at our pictures.

REWARD OFFERED!

Day Three
This day was a preparation day for our
upcoming canoeing adventures. We set off
from the hostel to the centre before heading
towards the Max-Eyth-See Lake.
Max-Eyth-See dates back to 1935 and is
located in Stuttgart-Hofen, next to the
Neckar. It used to be a gravel pit but
nowadays it is a nature reserve and a lovely
recreational area.
We spent the day at the lake learning how to
canoe. Some of us were better than others
(what I mean is; some of us could actually go
in a straight line!) before having our lunch on
the lake banks in the beautiful surroundings
and glorious sunshine
It was then off to Jugendhaus Weilimdorf to
look at their impressive youth centre and the
bike track, with some being brave enough to
have a go on the jumps.
After food, we headed to the bowling centre
where Lee, one of our youth workers, won.
(Sorry Ioannis!)

Day Four & Five

After we all got up nice and early it was off to Jugendhaus Stammheim to meet up with
the German group and leaders once again before our group was split in two.
CYC members had the pleasure of heading off canoeing on day four. Meanwhile the
North Ely group developed ideas around a graffiti project that would be produced to
mark our exchange.
The groups alternated on day five.
Both group then met up in the evening in Jugendhaus Stammheim for an evening meal
and social time as well as to catch up with each other’s days.
Both groups canoed approximately 15km along the beautiful River Enz just North of
Stuttgart before having lunch on the river banks.
We also had the pleasure to meet two local councillors, Guntrun Muller-Ensslin and
Marcel Roth, and have a dialogue session around important issues that young people
wanted to discuss, including the environment (which touched upon the local train station
developments), youth priorities and, of course, Brexit.
The two Councillors were fantastic and made some very interesting points. It was great
to see them interacting with the group and asking their opinions.
We were all so lucky to have this experience.

Day Six
After a bit of a lie in compared to the early starts
of the previous days, it was time to head off to the
Landtag (the state Parliament of Wuttemberg).
We met with Local Member of Parliament Alex
Maier, to talk about politics and have a look
around the state parliament, we also got to have
some delicious pretzels.
It was then time to head off into the beautiful sun
for lunch in the Königstraße.
After lunch we got to burn off some calories by
going climbing in the Waldau Climbing centre (this
place was huge. (I am glad nobody was afraid of
heights!)
After we finished it was short walk through a
stunning woodlands area before we finally
reached the very impressive Jugendhaus

Sillenbuch for our evening meal. The young people
where really impressed by the dance studios. We
also got the chance to meet up with some old
friends, the Stuttgart Youth Councillors that visited
Cardiff last August that couldn't take part in this
programme due to exams.
It was then time for one of the highlights of the
trip; visiting the very tall and very impressive TV
tower that had the most breath taking views of
across Stuttgart's skyline.

Day Seven
After a very busy week it was time to chill and prepare for our
departure the following day. After another well-deserved lie in, it
was time to visit the incredible Mercedes -Benz Museum in the
morning before heading for a dip in the F3 Leisure centre in
Fellbach. The pool was amazing, you were able to swim from the
inside to the outside, and the slides were a big hit.
It was time to head back to the hostel for the last time using the
incredibly efficient public transport network. Due to the early start
we had the next morning it was time to say our goodbyes and to
exchange gifts with our old and new friends. Emotions were running
high, as our German friends made their way home, but it was not a
goodbye, rather a 'see you soon'.

Day Eight
Once again another early start. Up at 4:00 am to leave the hostel by 5:00 am.
Micha drew the short straw and as he waiting for us with the minibuses ready to
whisk us off to the airport as part of the first leg of our journey home.
We said our final goodbyes before heading through security and into the
departures lounge. With some time to spare before boarding the plane, we had
the chance to pick up some last minute gifts for family before heading to the
departure gate.
After a second short flight we descended into Heathrow and headed straight to
meet our trusted driver Nick who was waiting for us. We were back in Cardiff by
2:00 pm.

We might have left as two groups but the experiences and laughs
we shared meant we arrived back as one.

Diolch - Danke - Thank you
Cardiff Youth Council would, firstly, like to thank all the young people, staff and centres that
made the exchange possible, with special thanks to our wonderful friend Mr Michael Klamm
from Stammheim Jugendhaus. Without him this exchange would have not been possible.
Secondly, we would like to thank Mr Steve McCambridge (Senior Youth Officer) at North Ely
Youth Center, for giving us the opportunity to take part in such a great exchange with his
group.
We would also like to thank Jess and Lee for being amazing staff and for supporting us
throughout and the Stuttgart Youth Service Staff, Lena, Serkan and Fitch for everything they
did for us whilst on the exchange.
Lastly and most importantly thanks must go to the young people from across Stuttgart that
were with us throughout our exchange and in the centres we visited.
Diolch – Danke – Thank You
It was really inspiring to see how Stuttgart has invested in services for young people across the
city, from the incredible centres that are used for a variety of activities within each community,
to how the Youth Council is funded and supported.
It was amazing to spend time with youth centre members and Stuttgart Youth Council reps to
talk about the issues that we face in our day to day lives and some of the similarities. It was
also incredible to be given the chance to explore this wonderful city and meet with some key
decision makers along the way.

We look forward to seeing you in Cardiff in Feb 2020.

